Term 1 Highlights 2017
E33
This term we have been very busy learning across each area of the curriculum

Diary Dates
Gathering
Friday 31st
March

and developing as powerful learners. We have settled in to our new classroom
environment getting to know one another and all of the new routines to be part
of our Year 2 classroom.

School
Interviews
Week 10
Part of our Growth Mindset display

End of Term 1:
2pm Dismissal
Thursday 13th
April

School
resumes:
Tuesday 2nd
May

Some highlights from this term include:


Chinese New Year



Auskick presentation



Harmony Day Celebration



School Photos



Hosting the whole school gathering

The children have had lots of fun participating in these special events.

Here is a comment from each of the children about their first term at school
this year so far:
“This term we have written recounts and narratives. I loved writing my
narrative about the toy the best.” By Abner
“We have learnt some new Maths games. I like playing them with a friend.” By
Sebastian
“I really liked doing maths when we were learning about tens and ones.” By
Gabriel
“I had lots of fun when we went over the creek to do reading with our buddy
class.” By Lance

“We’ve made rainbow fish and wrote about why we are unique. I love colouring the
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rainbow fish in different colours.” By Emanuela
“We have learnt about doubles in Maths and practiced with dice.” By Natalie
“I really enjoyed making the paper dolls for Harmony Day.” By Lily
“This term I have learnt new things in Maths. I have learnt about chunking to add up
numbers.” By Isla
“I really like it when we do reading and I like getting to read different books.” By
Samuel
“I have learnt to bounce a basketball with one hand and I have been writing lots more
this year so far.” By Asheer
“This term I have really liked working on the things about myself. I liked designing
the t-shirt the most.” By Amelia
“I really liked doing English because it’s helped me with my writing. I can write
stories and spell more words properly.” By Nicholas
“I have learnt lots about tens and ones in Maths. I have liked doing the problems.” By
Toby
“We have talked about doubles and made ladybirds with black dots.” By Espoir
“I have learnt about conjunctions in English. They are words join sentences together.”
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By Jessey
“I have had lots of fun working with my friends in Maths.” By Sami
“I have learnt about lots of different things in English to help me with my writing. I
have learnt about conjunctions.” By Rhiannon
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“Casey showed us how to do chunking in Maths to add up numbers.” By Maazin
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“I love doing everything in Maths and English because I am proud of my work that I
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“We have been doing lots of work about tens and ones in class.” By Emily
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do.” By Jason

“I loved doing on our work on Rainbow Facts. I liked drawing them outside.” By Eva
“It was fun when we made the frog books in Science.” By Zamen
“At school we have been writing narratives. My favourite narrative I wrote was about
my favourite toy.” By Molly
“At school we have been doing lots of English. We have worked hard in Spelling,
Writing and Maths.” By Krishna

Some posters the children made for National Day of Action against bullying and violence

It has been a pleasure working together with you and your children this term and have the
opportunity to share many experiences with them. I am looking forward to next term and watching
the children grow as powerful learners. I hope everyone as a safe and happy holiday break.
Kind regards,
Casey Hosking

